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Abstract
The conditions of temperature and airflow distribution in the mass of stored grains are highly influenced by the
configuration of the aeration ducts. However, silos are large structures, and the physical experiments on them
become expensive and slow. Thus, this study aimed model and evaluate the temperature and airflow distribution
in a maize mass, stored in a metal silo with different geometries of aeration ducts, using CFD (computational
fluid dynamic). CFD was used to model and evaluate aeration ducts of square, ring, double bar and single bar
shape. The proposed model was validated from experimental data. The airflow distribution and temperature in
the grain mass were analyzed at different points. The ducts of a square and a ring shape showed better
distributions of airflow in the grain mass, with averages of 0.00236 m s-1 and 0.00275 m s-1, respectively. The
square shape aeration duct, presented better temperature values in the middle layer of the grain mass during
aeration, with average 25.09 °C. CFD can be used in decision making for the best design of a silo, saving
financial resources and time, as long as the parameters used in the simulation are reliable and represent the
reality.
Keywords: computational fluids dynamic, Navier-Stokes, simulation, stored grains
1. Introduction
The successive increase in world grain production, and continuous demand for product throughout the year,
make storage an indispensable operation (Oladunde et al., 2016; Lopes et al., 2015). The correct storage
preserves the quality of products and guarantees their longevity until the consumption (Hendges et al., 2017).
Bulk grain storage is commonly performed in elevated cylindrical silos equipped with aeration ducts
(Khatchatourian & Oliveira, 2006). The aeration ducts can have different shapes, being the circular duct the most
used (Khatchatourian et al., 2017).
The temperature conditions and the airflow distribution in grain mass, depend primarily of aeration ducts shape,
ambient temperature, grain temperature in neighboring layers and the aeration period (Navarro & Noyes, 2001).
Thus, the way airflow and temperature are distributed in the grain mass, will result in the homogeneity of the
aerated product (Amanlou & Zomorodian, 2010). According to Lopes et al. (2008), the positioning and the
format of the aeration ducts, can result in an irregularity of temperature inside the silo, both along its longitudinal
axis and its cross section.
The use of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) to predict phenomena within silos has been widespread in
recent decades. Studies conducted by Tascón et al. (2011), Garcia et al. (2015), and Larsson et al. (2012),
demonstrate the potential use of CFD to predict some phenomena, such as particles segregation in grain mass,
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and tempeerature patternns during storaage. In additioon, Devilla ett al. (2005) w
were successfuul in validating
g the
airflow disstribution moddel in vertical ssilos with ring--shaped aeratioon ducts using CFD.
Silos are llarge structurees, and the phhysical experim
ments on them
m become expeensive and sloow. Although CFD
cannot com
mpletely replaace physical exxperiences, it can significanntly reduce thee cost and timee required for such
studies. A
Although this toool has been uused in studiees involving siilos, data abouut influence oof the aeration duct
shape are nnot found in thhe literature.
Thus, this study aimed model
m
and evaaluate the tempperature and aiirflow distribuution in a maizze mass, stored
d in a
metal silo with different geometries off aeration ductss, using CFD.
2. Materiaal and Method
ds
2.1 Flow D
Domain and Aeeration Ducts Shapes
The runofff domain used in this study ccan be seen in Figure 1. The domain consissts in a maize m
mass (13% w.b
b.) of
1.6 m heigght, in a metalllic silo with em
missivity and aabsorbance of 00.28 and 0.5 reespectively (IN
NCROPERA & DE
WITT, 19996). The silo has
h a radius of 1.8 m, and an air outlet of 0..65 m diameterr and 0.075 m height.

Figurre 1. Flow dom
main used in CF
FD simulationn
We considdered that for a given mom
ment of time, hhalf silo was ssubmitted to a condition off constant heatt flux
(694.4 W m-2) equivalennt to the averagge incident raddiation for Viççosa – MG, Brrazil (INMET, 2018). The airrflow
was introdduced into thee bottom of sillo by means oof openings siimulating perfforated aeration ducts. The ducts
d
were dimeensioned so thhat all had the same perforatted area (1.5 m2), being desiigned with diffferent shapes: ring
(Figure 2A
A), double bar (Figure 2B), ssingle bar (Figuure 2C), and sqquare (Figure 22D).
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Figure 2. Aeration
A
ducts sshapes: ring (A
A), double bar (B), single barr (C) and squaare (D)
2.2 Assumpptions Used onn Simulation
This CFD code is based on the followiing assumptionns:
- Permanennt flow;
- The flow
w is two-dimensional, stable, fully developeed and turbulennt;
- The maizze mass is treatted as porous m
medium;
- Anisotroppic medium;
- The silo’’s walls have negligible
n
masss when compared with maiize mass, and aas such the losses by conduction
can be negglected;
- Friction oon walls is desspicable.
2.3 Governning Equationss
The goverrning equationss of the constaant flow of air through the aeeration ducts aare obtained byy applying the laws
of mass coonservation (E
Equation 1) annd momentum (Navier-Stokees), in which tthe natural connvection inside the
silo is moddeled by the Boussinesq apprroximation (Eqquation 2) andd energy (Equaation 3).
∂
(1)
((u ) = 0
∂xj j
∂ui
∂∂ui
1 ∂p
∂2 ui
+ uj
=+v
+ βρ T ̶ Tref gi
ρ ∂xi
∂t
∂∂xj
∂xj xj

(2)

µ ∂ ∂T
∂(uuj T)
∂ ∂∂T
=α
+ t
∂xxj
ρσt ∂xj ∂xj
∂xj ∂∂xj

(3)

2.4 Supporrt Equations
The Reynoolds number was
w calculatedd for the four simulated duccts, presenting for all cases values higher than
2000, charracterizing thee flow as turbuulent inside thee silo. Among the turbulent models, the k - ε model rem
mains
an industrrial standard, and for this reason, it w
was used in thhis modeling.. The standarrd k-ε model is a
semi-empiirical model baased on the traansport equatiions for the turrbulent kineticc energy (k) (E
Equation 4) an
nd its
dissipationn rate (ε) (Equaation 5), as preesented by Am
manlou & Zomoorodian (2010).
∂
∂
∂
ρkuui =
ρ +
ρk
∂xj
∂xi
∂t

μ+

μt ∂k
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μ ∂ε
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∂
ε2
∂
ε
ρε +
ρεui =
µ+ t
+ G1ε Gk + C3ε Gb – C2ε ρ
+ Sε
(5)
σε ∂xj
k
∂xi
∂xj
∂t
k
The heat flux absorbed by the silo was calculated by performing the energy balance in the walls, relating the
gains by absorbance and losses by radiation and convection (Equation 6).
q = Gα – h Tsup – T∞ – σT4sup
-2

(6)
-2

Where, q: heat flux absorbed, W m ; G: incident radiation flux, W m ; α: material Absorbency; h: convective
heat transfer coefficient, W m-2 K-1; Tsup: surface temperature, K; T∞: neighborhood temperature; : material
emissivity; σ: Stefan-Boltzmann constant, 5.67 10-8 W m-2 K-4.
2.5 Initial and Boundary Conditions
In this study, the following boundary conditions were used:
- Inlet: u = w = 0 m s-1, v = 0.0157 m s-1, T = 23 °C (296.16 K), turbulence intensity = 5%.
- Opening: P = 0 Pa, turbulence intensity = 5%, T = 23 °C (296.16 K).
- Wall: u = v = 0 (no slip), h = 5 W m-2 K-1, T = Tsup, heat flux = q (Equation 6).
Where, u, v, w: components of velocity in the directions x, y and z, respectively; T: temperature; P: relative
pressure; h: convective heat transfer coefficient.
The porous medium (maize mass) was implemented using the models and empirical parameters found by Devilla
et al. (2004, 2005), in its experimental analysis of the temperature and airflow distribution in a maize mass stored
in aerated silos, for purposes of validation of the proposed model.
2.6 Numerical Methodology
The governing and support equations were resolved using a CFD code ANSYS CFX version 14.5 based in finite
volume on an HP ProLiant ML150G6 computer with Intel (R) Xeon (R) processor, 2.00 GHz CPU E5504, and
RAM 12.0 GB, belonging to the biofuels laboratory, of the Federal University of Viçosa, Brazil.
The meshes used for implementation were composed of 104372, 112550, 103651 and 102977 nodes and 544777,
589229, 540904 and 537634 elements for silos with aeration ducts shaped as double bar, ring, single bar and
square respectively, using local refinement in critical runoff regions. The mesh independence tests were
performed by successive refinement of the mesh until the variables temperature and velocity at a given point
presented variations below 0.01 °C and 10-5 m s-1, respectively.
To perform the simulation, high-resolution advection schemes and numerical models of first order turbulence
were used. The minimum and maximum number of interactions were defined in 1 and 1000 respectively, using a
physical time scale of 1 second, and convergence criterion based on Mean Square Error (MSE) less than 10-4.
2.7 Validation
For the validation of the proposed model, the experimental data obtained by Devilla et al. (2004, 2005). The
authors used a system consisting of a cylindrical metal silo of 3.6 m diameter and 2.2 m height, loaded with
maize (13% w.b.) up to 1.6 m in height and a ring-shaped aeration duct with perforated area of 1.5 m². In the
study, the authors performed several tests evaluating the temperature using "T" thermocouples and air velocities
using a rotating blade anemometer at various points on the surface of maize mass from the inlet velocity of
0.0157 m s-1. For the validation, the velocities were evaluated at 20 points located on the surface of the silo, and
temperatures were evaluated at 20 points along the silo diameter located at the center of maize mass, according
to the experimental tests performed by the authors.
3. Results and Discussion
In the simulations, the average air velocity found on the surface of the grain mass was 0.0023 m s-1, with values
ranging from 0.0020 m s-1 to 0.0026 m s-1. The values found corroborate with those obtained experimentally by
Devilla et al. (2004), who, when analyzing the airflow behavior on the surface of the stored maize, found a mean
surface velocity value of 0.0022 m s-1, ranging from 0.0020 m s-1 to 0.0024 m s-1. There is a similarity of velocity
distribution between the proposed model and the data obtained experimentally (Figure 3). Thus, the proposed
model can represents physically and numerically the prediction of velocity distribution in a silo with aeration
system.
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Figure 3.
3 Simulated daata vs experim
mental data, forr the silo with rring-shaped duuct
maize mass. F
Figure 4 shows the
The tempeerature values were obtained for the 20 ppoints in the ccenter of the m
values fouund for the siloo with ring-shaaped aeration duct. Note thaat there is an inncrease in the temperature of
o the
grain masss in the regionns near the waall. This can bbe explained bby the geomettric shape andd positioning of
o the
circular aeeration duct, which
w
creates hiigher temperatture zones on tthe walls (Lopes et al., 2008)).

Figuure 4. Simulated temperature results in the ccenter of maizze mass, for thee silo with ringg-shaped duct
mass temperatuure was 27.6 °C
C, ranging from
m 25.6 °C to 333.7 °C. The values
It is observved that the avverage maize m
obtained inn the simulatioon match thosee observed expperimentally by Devilla et all. (2005), who found temperature
values betw
ween 22.0 °C and 33.8 °C, and average of 27.0 °C. Thuus, the model pproposed in thhis study represents
physicallyy and numericaally the predicttion of temperaatures in maize mass stored in silo with aeeration system. The
temperaturre variation inn stored produccts is frequenttly observed, aand is due to tthe non-uniform
mity airflow in the
product.
After validdation, it was possible
p
to stuudy the distribuution of airflow
w and temperaatures in the ceenter of maize mass
for the fouur aeration duucts evaluated.. It is observed in Figure 5,, the simulatioon results for temperature in
n the
center maiize mass for the
t different ggeometries. Thhe aeration duucts in a ring and double bbar shape, promote
similar bullk grain tempeeratures, causinng a rise in tem
mperature in thhe central part and near the w
walls of the silo
o. On
the other hhand, ducts with single and ssquare bar shaape promote hiigher temperatuures only in thhe walls of the
e silo,
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with the loowest temperaatures recordedd in the centraal part of grainn mass. These results are a cconsequence of
o the
position off the air ducts and their shapes.

F
Figure 5. Simuulated temperatture results in the center of ggrain mass for different aerattion ducts
The observved averages for
f single bar, ring, double bbar and squaree ducts, were 331.21 °C, 27.633 °C, 28.73 °C
C and
25.09 °C, respectively. The
T values fouund in the simuulation are withhin the usual rrange found inside the grain mass
during aerration. Carreraa-Rodriguez et al. (2011) nnumerically evvaluated the efffect of ambieent temperaturre on
grain storaage by findingg temperature vvalues in the ggrain mass bettween 25 °C annd 30 °C. This result provess that
CFD can aaccurately preddict temperaturre phenomena within silos.
The singlee bar duct prom
moted higher ttemperatures iin the grain m
mass in almost all points evalluated, and forr this
reason, it iis not recomm
mended for aeration systems.. The square dduct promoted better uniform
mity of temperrature
in the graiin mass, preseenting consideerably lower teemperatures inn the center w
when comparedd to the comm
monly
used duct ((ring). Thus, thhe duct of squaare shape presented the best results and waas the most suiitable for silos with
aeration syystem. It is em
mphasized thatt the aeration operation seekks the cooling of the grains so that there is no
significantt losses due too hygroscopiccity of the prooduct. All agriicultural produucts have the ability to yield or
absorb waater, constantlly converging to a balancee between theeir water conttent and ambiient air condiitions
(Oliveira eet al., 2015).
The airflow distributionns in the centrral layer of the grain mass can be seen inn Figure 6. The behavior of
o the
curves of tthe airflow disstribution are opposite to thoose found for the temperatuures. This resullt was expecte
ed, as
increased aairflow promootes greater graain mass coolinng. The doublee bar and singlle bar ducts, prresented flows with
low speedds, when comppared to the otther geometriees, presenting averages of 0.00184 m s-1 aand 0.00195 m s-1,
respectivelly. The squaree duct had low
w values of vellocity close to the wall; how
wever, it presennted high valu
ues in
the center of the silo, whhere the pointss of greater tem
mperature in thhe mass of storred grains are usually found. The
mean veloocity in the squuare-shaped duuct was 0.002336 m s-1, with values ranginng from 0.001332 m s-1 to 0.00329
m s-1. Thee ring-shaped duct
d
presents ggood distributiion of the flow
w near the wallls, however thhe central regio
on of
the silo ppresents low values
v
of veloocity explainiing the increaase of temperrature in this region, evide
enced
previouslyy (Figure 5). Although
A
the riing-shaped ducct presents an average of 0.000275 m s-1, suuperior to the other
ducts, the square-shapeed duct presennted better vaalues of tempeerature and diistribution of the airflow, being
b
recommennded for aeratioon operations.
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Figure 6. Air velocity (m s-11) of central region of the graain mass
within the silo bby the grain m
mass, and by itts variable poro
osity.
The non-uuniform distribbution of airfloow is caused w
When form
mulating the variable porossity, the porosity at the ceentroid of a fiinite element was calculated by
interpolation as presenteed by Lawrencce and Maier (2011). The nnon-uniform floow distribution in silos wass also
observed bby Bartosik annd Maier (20006) analyzing experimentally and numericcally the air fflow distributio
on in
different siilos with differrent grain masss configurations.
CFD has bbeen shown too be a viable tool for analyyzing the airfloow and tempeerature of the grain mass fo
or the
different aaeration ducts.. Zhang et al. (2017) whenn evaluating thhe difference oof the aerationn duct groupin
ng in
horizontal silos, also conncluded that thhis tool is pow
werful, and is aable to predict the phenomenna of distributio
on of
airflow annd temperature in the mass oof stored grains. The use of CFD was alsoo accurate in siimulations of other
parameterss and phenomeena in silos byy several authorrs (Klippel et aal., 2014; Ranii et al., 2015; T
Tascón & Aguardo,
2015; Isa et al., 2016; Lee
L et al., 2016; Tascón, 2017). This deemonstrates thaat CFD can bbe used in dec
cision
making onn the best design of a silo, ssaving financiaal resources annd time. Howeever, caution sshould be exercised
when extraapolating these results to different cases, since results oobtained in thee simulations aare very depen
ndent
on the initiial scenario coonsidered.
4. Conclussions
The use oof CFD to prredict the disttribution of teemperature annd airflow in silos with aeration system was
satisfactorry, presenting values
v
close too the experimeental ones. Thhe distribution of air in the m
middle layer of
o the
grain masss is highly relaated to the aeraation duct shappe.
The squaree and ring ducts presented beetter distributions of airflow
w in maize mass, with averages of 0.00236 m s-1
-1
and 0.00275 m s , resppectively. Thee square-shapeed aeration duuct presented bbetter temperaature values in
n the
central layyer of the grainn mass during aaeration, preseenting an averaage of 25.09 °C
C.
CFD can bbe used in deciision making ffor the best design of a silo, saving financiial resources aand time, as lon
ng as
the parameeters used in thhe simulation aare reliable andd represent thee reality.
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